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Description

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Field:

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to vac-
uum bag equipment and supplies used to fabricate com-
posite parts, and deals more particularly with an expand-
able surface breather that conforms to complex con-
toured surfaces of part layup.

2. Background:

[0002] During the fabrication of composite parts, sur-
face breathers may be positioned over a surface of a part
layup that is subsequently processed under vacuum be-
neath a sealed vacuum bag. The breather provides a
generally uniform breathing path on the surface of the
layup that allows air and volatiles to escape from the lay-
up during compaction and curing processing cycles. Re-
moving air and volatiles is desirable in order to reduce
part porosity and improve part performance. Breathers
typically comprise polyester or nylon, non-woven mate-
rials in various weights and thicknesses that are cut to
size for a particular application.
[0003] Covering part layups with breather materials is
difficult where the part contains complex surface con-
tours formed by part features. Larger pieces of breather
material placed over these features may gap over, also
known as bridging, rather than conform to the surface
features. In order to avoid these gaps, breather materials
are cut into multiple individual strips of varying widths
which are carefully placed on and around complex con-
toured surface features in order to substantially com-
pletely cover the part layup without bridging. The use of
multiple breather strips to cover a part layup is time con-
suming and may result in material waste, particularly
where the part layup is very large and has complex con-
tours.
[0004] WO 2005/053939 discloses a breather sheet
for use in the curing of a composite part comprising two
outer layers interposed with a mesh, each outer layer
provided with an arrangement of holes and fixed in po-
sition to provide a plurality of passageways for air and /
or volatiles to pass without restriction, the passageways
being such that interposition of the mesh in the assembly
of the breather sheet does not substantially obstruct any
of the passageways however the mesh is positioned or
orientated relative to the outer layers.
[0005] US 2002/0020934 discloses that, in order to
provide a process for the production of a component con-
sisting of a fiber reinforced material, with which liquid
resin is supplied to a semifinished fiber article by way of
application by vacuum pressure, it is provided for a heat
curing resin to be used as resin and for application by
vacuum pressure and temperature to be controlled such
that in relation to the liquid resin the boiling point curve

of the resin is not exceeded.
[0006] WO 2008/137952 discloses a breather material
for use within a negative pressure environment (e.g., for
use with a vacuum bag in the manufacture of composite
articles), wherein the breather material comprises, at
least in part, a plurality of microparticles, such as ceno-
spheres as obtained from the byproduct fly ash, as well
as a binder that operates to adhere the microparticles
together.
[0007] Accordingly, there is a need for a one-piece
breather that may be quickly and easily draped over the
entire surface area of a part layup and which conforms
to complex part contours during vacuum bag processing.
There is also a need for a method of fabricating composite
parts that reduces labor costs and material waste, and
which avoids bridging of breather material.

SUMMARY

[0008] The present invention resides in a combination
of a composite part and a breather according to claim 1;
and a method of fabricating a composite part having a
complex contoured surface according to claim 4.
[0009] The disclosed surface breather may comprise
a single sheet of nonwoven breather material that is
adapted to cover the entire area of a composite part lay-
up, and conform to complex surface contours of the part.
Use of a single breather sheet reduces the amount of
labor required to install breather materials, and may re-
duce material waste resulting from the need for cutting
breather materials into various sized strips. Multiple slits
are cut in a single sheet of breather material. The slits
allow the breather sheet to expand by stretching to a
length longer than its original length. During the compac-
tion process, the slits expand allowing the breather sheet
conform to surface features and contours on the part.
The slits may be formed using common cutting tech-
niques and may have various dimensions, shapes and
orientations that tailor one or more portions of the sheet
to expand, as needed.
[0010] According to the disclosure, a breather is pro-
vided for using a vacuum bag processing a composite
part, comprising a sheet of permeable material adapted
to be placed over the part and having at least one slit
therein. The sheet of permeable material includes a plu-
rality of slits passing substantially through the thickness
of the sheet, wherein each of the slits is expandable. In
one embodiment, at least some of the slits are generally
parallel to each other and are distributed generally uni-
formly across the sheet. In one embodiment, the slits are
arranged in a plurality of adjacent rows, and the slits in
each of the rows are offset from the slits in the adjacent
rows.
[0011] According to the disclosure, a breather is pro-
vided for allowing air and volatiles to escape from a com-
posite part having a contoured surface during vacuum
bag processing. The breather comprises a sheet of per-
meable material adapted to be stretched over the part
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within a vacuum bag. The breather is expandable to con-
form to the surface contours of the part when a vacuum
bag applies compaction pressure to the part. A sheet of
permeable material includes a plurality of expandable
slits which allow the sheet o expand during the compac-
tion process. The slits are expandable in a direction sub-
stantially transverse to the longitudinal axis. The sheet
of permeable material has an area covering substantially
the entire part.
[0012] According to the disclosure, a method is provid-
ed of fabricating an expandable breather for vacuum
bagged processing a part. This method may further com-
prise forming a plurality of slits in the sheet of material
cutting slits in the sheet. In one embodiment, the slits
may include folding the sheet of breather material over
onto itself to form a plurality of stack layers, and making
a plurality of cuts through the stack layers.
[0013] According to the disclosure, a vacuum bag as-
sembly for compacting a composite part is provided hav-
ing a contoured surface. The vacuum bag assembly com-
prises a tool adapted to have the composite part placed
thereon, and a vacuum bag adapted to be sealed to the
tool and evacuated for compacting the part. The vacuum
bag assembly further comprises a breather between the
part and the bag for allowing air and volatiles to escape
from the part. The breather substantially covers the entire
area of the part and includes at least a portion expandable
to conform to surface contours of the part when the vac-
uum bag is evacuated. The breather includes a sheet of
nonwoven material and the expandable portion of the
breather includes a plurality of expandable slits.
[0014] According to the disclosure, a method is provid-
ed of fabricating a composite part having a complex, con-
toured surface. The method comprises assembling a
composite ply layup, forming slits in a breather, placing
a breather over the composite ply layup, vacuum bagging
the composite ply layup and the breather, and compact-
ing the ply layup using the vacuum bag. Placing the
breather over the ply layup includes draping a single
sheet of breather material over the entire area of the ply
layup. Forming the slits in the breather includes making
cuts in areas of the breather that allow the breather to
conform to contoured surfaces of the composite part dur-
ing compaction of the ply layup by the vacuum bag.
[0015] In summary, according to the disclosure there
is provided a breather for use in vacuum bag processing
a composite part, including a sheet of permeable material
adapted to be placed over the part.
[0016] The breather wherein the sheet of permeable
material includes a plurality of the slits passing through
the thickness of the sheet, and each of the slits is ex-
pandable.
[0017] Advantageously the breather wherein at least
some of the slits are generally parallel to each other.
[0018] The breather wherein the part includes con-
toured areas and at least some of the slits are distributed
generally uniformly in areas of the sheet that are required
to conform to the contoured areas of the part.

[0019] Advantageously the breather wherein the sheet
of permeable material is a nonwoven material.
[0020] Advantageously the breather wherein the sheet
of permeable material is stretchable in a least one direc-
tion, the at least one slit is expandable in the at least one
direction.
[0021] Advantageously the breather wherein the slits
are arranged in a plurality of adjacent rows, and the slits
in each of the rows are offset from the slits in the adjacent
rows.
[0022] The breather wherein at least certain of the slits
is arcuate in shape.
[0023] According to the disclosure there is provided a
breather for allowing air and volatiles to escape from a
composite part having a contoured surface during vacu-
um bag processing, including a sheet of permeable ma-
terial adapted to be stretched over the part within a vac-
uum bag, the breather being expandable to conform to
the contoured surface of the part when a vacuum bag
applies compaction pressure to the part.
[0024] Advantageously the breather wherein the sheet
of permeable material includes a plurality of expandable
slits therein forming gaps in the sheet when the sheet is
stretched.
[0025] Advantageously the breather wherein the slits
extend through the thickness of the sheet of permeable
material, and at least some of the slits extend generally
parallel to each other.
[0026] Advantageously the breather wherein the sheet
of permeable material has an area covering the substan-
tially entire part.
[0027] According to the disclosure there is provided a
method of fabricating an expandable breather for vacuum
bag processing a part.
[0028] The method further including forming a plurality
of the slits in a sheet of breather material.
[0029] The method wherein forming the slits is per-
formed by cutting slits in the sheet of breather material.
[0030] Advantageously the method wherein forming
the slits includes folding the sheet of breather material
over onto itself to form a plurality of stacked layers, and
making a plurality of cuts through the stacked layers.
[0031] Advantageously the method wherein forming
the slits is performed by making a plurality of generally
parallel cuts through the sheet of breather material.
[0032] According to the disclosure there is provided a
vacuum bag assembly for compacting a composite part
having a contoured surface, including a tool adapted to
have the composite part placed thereon; a vacuum bag
adapted to be sealed to the tool and evacuated for com-
pacting the part; and a breather between the part and
the bag for allowing air and volatiles to escape from the
part, the breather covering substantially the entire area
of the part and including at a least portion expandable to
conform the surface contours of the part when the vac-
uum bag is evacuated.
[0033] Advantageously the vacuum bag assembly
wherein the breather includes a sheet of nonwoven ma-
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terial, and the expandable portion of the breather in-
cludes plurality of expandable slits.
[0034] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion there is provided a method of fabricating a composite
part having a complex contoured surface, including the
features of claim 4.
[0035] Advantageously the method wherein placing
the breather over the part layup includes stretching the
breather.
[0036] Advantageously the method wherein placing
the breather over the part layup includes draping a single
sheet of breather material over the entire area of the part
layup.
[0037] The method wherein forming the slits in the
breather includes making cuts in areas of the breather
that allow the breather to conform to contoured surfaces
of the composite part during compaction of the part layup
by the vacuum bag.
[0038] Advantageously the method wherein forming
the slits in the breather includes: folding a sheet of breath-
er material over onto itself to form a plurality of stacked
layers, and making a plurality of cuts through the stacked
layers.
[0039] The features and functions can be achieved in-
dependently in various embodiments of the present dis-
closure or may be combined in yet other embodiments
in which further details can be seen with reference to the
following description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0040] The novel features believed characteristic of the
advantageous embodiments are set forth in the append-
ed claims. The advantageous embodiments, however,
as well as a preferred mode of use, further objectives
and advantages thereof, will best be understood by ref-
erence to the following detailed description of an advan-
tageous embodiment of the present disclosure when
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings,
wherein:

FIG. 1 is an illustration of a perspective view of a
vacuum bag assembly employing the disclosed sur-
face breather.
FIG. 2 is an illustration of a partially exploded, sec-
tional view showing further details of the vacuum bag
assembly depicted in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is an illustration similar to FIG. 2, but after a
vacuum has been drawn in the vacuum bag.
FIGS. 4 and 5 are illustrations respectively showing
one of the slits in the breather material before and
after the slit has been expanded.
FIG. 6 is an illustration of a plan view of the surface
breather shown in FIG. 1, showing additional details
of the slits.
FIG. 7 is an illustration of a plan view according to
the disclosure of the surface breather employing var-
ious configurations of the slits.

FIGS. 8-11 are illustrations of a plan view of a sheet
of breather material, depicting successive steps
used to form the slits.
FIG. 12 is an illustration of a section view taken along
the line 12-12 in FIG. 11, and also showing cutters.
FIG. 13 is an illustration similar to FIG. 8 but showing
the slits having been cut sheet by the method shown
in FIGS. 8-12.
FIG. 14 is an illustration of a flow diagram of the steps
of the method of fabricating a composite part using
the disclosed expandable breather.
FIG. 15 is an illustration of a flow diagram of aircraft
production and service methodology.
FIG. 16 is an illustration of a block diagram of an
aircraft.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0041] Referring first to FIG. 1, a vacuum bag assembly
20 may be used to form, compact, and/or consolidate a
composite part layup 22. Vacuum bag assembly 20
broadly comprises a tool 24, a sheet 26 of breather ma-
terial, flexible vacuum bag 28, and an edge breather 30.
The vacuum bag 28 may have one or more outlet ports
31 that allow evacuation of air and volatiles from the bag
28 during processing. In the illustrated embodiment, the
composite part layup 22 has complex contoured surfaces
comprising four curved sides 22a converging into a gen-
erally flat top 22b. The composite part layup 22 shown
in FIG. 1 is merely illustrative of a wide range of composite
parts having simple or complex contoured surfaces
and/or one or more curved sides. The tool 24 includes a
generally flat tool surface 24a however in other embod-
iments, the tool surface 24a may have one or more curves
or contours, depending upon the geometry of the com-
posite part being fabricated.
[0042] The edge breather 30 surrounds the outer edg-
es of the composite part layup 22 and functions to allow
air and volatiles to escape from the part layup 22 when
it is heated and compacted. The sheet 26 of breather
material, which may hereafter be referred to as a sheet
26 or a breather sheet 26, covers substantially the entire
surface area of the part layup 22 and may be formed of
a conventional, permeable, nonwoven material such as
nylon or polyester which allows air and volatiles to pass
therethrough. As will be discussed later in more detail,
the sheet 26 of breather material includes a plurality of
substantially parallel slits 34 therein which pass through
the thickness t of the sheet 26 and function to allow the
sheet to expand by stretching 25 thereby enabling the
breather sheet to 26 readily conform to the contoured
surface areas 22a, 22b. The vacuum bag 28 may com-
prise a conventional flexible bag or membrane that is
sealed to the tool surface 24a by an edge sealant 32.
Advantageously, as will be discussed below, a single
sheet 26 is draped over the part layup 22 during assembly
of the component shown in FIG. 1, eliminating the need
to cut and place individual strips of breather material over
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and around the contoured surface areas 22a. 22b, and
thus reducing the time required to prepare the layup 22
for vacuum bag processing. While a single breather sheet
26 is used in the illustrated embodiment to cover the en-
tire area of the part layup 22, in other applications, the
advantageous benefits of the disclosed embodiments
may be realized by using more than one of the breather
sheets 26 to cover a part layup.
[0043] FIG. 2 shows additional components of the vac-
uum bag assembly 20 illustrated in FIG. 1. Optional peel
plies 38, 40 may be placed on the top and bottom of the
part layup 22. Also, a release film (not shown) may be
placed on top of the peel ply 40, and one or more caul
plates (not shown) may be placed either on top of the
layup 22, beneath the vacuum bag 20, or on top of the
vacuum bag 20 in order to distribute compaction pressure
to various features of the part layup 22. FIG. 3 illustrates
a vacuum bag assembly 20 after a vacuum has been
drawn within the bag 28. Evacuation of the bag 28 causes
the bag 28 to force the breather sheet 26 down onto to
the contoured surfaces 22a, 22b of the part layup 22 while
compacting the part layup 22. Evacuation of the bag 28
also causes air and volatiles to be drawn out of the part
layup 22. The escaping air and volatiles pass through
the breather sheet 26 and exit the bag 28 through the
outlet port 31. During the evacuation of the vacuum bag
28, the bag 28 forces the sheet 26 of breather material
down onto the contoured surfaces 22a, 22b of the part
layup 22. The atmospheric pressure applied by the bag
28 to the breather 26 causes the slits 34 to expand which
in turn allow the sheet 26 of breather material to expand
and conform to the contoured surfaces 22a, 22b as re-
quired.
[0044] Referring particularly to FIGS. 4 and 5, each of
the slits 34 is elongate and has a longitudinal axis 37. As
the vacuum bag 28 presses the sheet 26 of breather ma-
terial down onto the part layup 22, the slits 34 expand 35
and splay or gap open at 40 (FIG. 5), allowing the areas
of the sheet 26 in proximity to the slits 34 to conform to
the local contours of the part layup 22. The slits 34 expand
in a direction transverse to the longitudinal axis 37 of the
slit 34.
[0045] Referring now to FIG. 6, expansion of the slits
34 as shown in FIGS, 4 and 5, allows the sheet 26 to
expand by stretching from its original length L1 to a longer
length L2. The size, number, location and shape of the
slits 34 may vary, depending upon the application and
the surface contours and features of the composite part
layup 22. FIG. 6 illustrates only one of many possible
layout arrangements of the slits 34. In FIG. 6, the slits 34
are arranged in adjacent, substantially parallel rows 33a,
33b wherein the slits 34 in the adjacent rows 33a, 33 are
offset from each other, thereby staggering the slits 34
relative to each other. Staggering of the slits 34 in this
manner may promote more uniform stretching of the
breather sheet 26. The length 48 of each of the slits 34,
as well as the distance 46 between slits in adjacent rows
33a, 33b along with the distance 44 between the rows

33a, 33b may all vary, depending upon the application.
Also, the width 42 of each of the slits 34 may vary. For
example, in one embodiment, the width 42 of each of the
slits 34 may be nearly the same as the thickness of a
cutter (not shown) used to form the slit 34. However, in
other embodiments, the slits 42 may have a width that is
greater than that of the cutter, so that the slits 34 comprise
slot-like openings in the breather sheet 26. While the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 6 illustrates slits 34 that are sub-
stantially parallel to each other, in other embodiments,
the slits 34 may be non-parallel.
[0046] As previously noted, the size, shape and loca-
tion, as well as the number of the slits 34 vary depending
upon the application. For example, referring to FIG. 7,
an area 50 of a breather sheet 26 may have parallel slits
34 that are substantially randomly arranged and may
have the same or varying length 48 (FIG. 6). In another
area 52 of the same breather sheet 26, the slits 34 may
have a longer length 48, and may be fewer or greater in
number than the slits 34 in area 50. According to the
disclosure, the slits 34 have geometries other than
straight lines. In an area 53 of the breather sheet 26, slits
34 are each arcuate in shape and arranged in a circular
pattern corresponding to a feature (not shown) of the part
layup 22 that allows the breather sheet 26 to conform
around the feature. In other embodiments, the breather
sheet 26 may have one or more areas 55 that include
intersecting pairs of expandable slits 34’, 34" which allow
the breather sheet 26 to stretch in more than one direc-
tion, e.g. in orthogonal directions, depending on the rel-
ative angular orientations of the slits 34’, 34". In still other
embodiments, more than two of the slits 34 may intersect
each other which allow the breather sheet 26 to stretch
in more than two directions.
[0047] Attention is now directed generally to FIGS.
8-12 which illustrate the successive steps of one method
of quickly and easily forming the slits 34 in the breather
sheet 26. Referring to FIG. 8, a sheet 26 of suitable
breather material is folded 54 over onto itself along a fold
line 56. Next, as shown in FIG. 9, the folded sheet 26 is
folded again at 54 along a second fold line 58. Then, as
shown at FIG. 10, the sheet 26 is folded a further time
54 along a fold line 60, to produce the folded stack 62 of
layers 65 shown in FIGS. 11 and 12. The folding steps
shown in FIGS. 8-10 may be repeated any number of
times, depending upon the size and thickness of the
breather sheet 26, and the particular application. Next,
still referring to FIGS. 11 and 12, through cuts 64 are
made through the folded stack 62, respectively on oppo-
site edges 62a, 62b of the stack 62. The length of the
cuts 64, their orientations and the spacing between them
may vary, depending upon the application and the ge-
ometry of the composite part layup 22. FIG. 12 illustrates
the use of a cutter 66 that may be vertically passed 68
through the folded stack 62 in order to make the cuts 64.
The cutter 66 may include any suitable device, such as
a Gerber cutter, or hand operated shears (both not
shown). As can be appreciated from the above, forming
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the breather sheet 26 into a folded stack 62 results in
multiple slits 34 being produced by each individual cut 64.
[0048] The finished breather sheet 26 having the slits
34 therein is shown in FIG. 13. Using the cutting tech-
nique shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, some of the slits 34a
extend to the edges 26a of the sheet 26. In other embod-
iments, cuts 64 shown in FIG. 11 may be placed inboard
of the edges 62a, 62b of the stack 62, in which case slits
34a shown in FIG. 13 will be located inboard of the edges
26a of the sheet. The method of forming the slits 34 in
the breather sheet 26 shown in FIGS. 8-12 is merely il-
lustrative of a wide range of techniques that can be em-
ployed to form the slits 34. For example, the slits 34 could
be formed by a laser cutter (not shown), or die cut using
a press (not shown). However, the method illustrated in
FIGS. 8-12 may be advantageous in some production
environments because it can be performed quickly by
lower skilled personnel using simple cutting implements.
[0049] Attention is now directed to FIG. 14 which illus-
trates the steps of a method of fabricating a composite
part having complex surface contours, using the previ-
ously describe breather sheet 26. Beginning at step 70,
a sheet 26 of a suitable breather material is provided. As
previously mentioned, the breather material may com-
prise a permeable, nonwoven material such as polyester
or nylon which will allow air and volatiles to escape from
the surface of the part layup 22. Advantageously, the
sheet 26 is one piece of breather material having an area
that is sufficient to substantially cover the entire area of
the part layup. Next, as shown at 72, suitable cuts 64 are
formed in the sheet of breather material provided in step
70. In one embodiment, as shown at 74, the breather
sheet 26 is folded over onto itself one or more times to
form a plurality of stacked layers 65. Then, as shown at
76, suitable cuts 64 are made through the stacked layers
65, thereby simultaneously forming multiple slits 34 dur-
ing each individual cut through the stacked layers 65.
The slits 34 are located in the breather sheet 26 in a
manner that tailors or customizes the sheet 26 to the
particular contours of the part layup 22. At 78, a compos-
ite part layup 22 is assembled on a tool 24 using conven-
tional ply layup techniques, forming a part 22 that has
one or more simple or complex contoured part surfaces
22a, 22b. Although not shown in FIG. 14, one or more
peel plies, a release film, caul plates or other components
commonly used in vacuum bag assembly may be in-
stalled after the part layup 22 has been completed at step
78. At step 80, the breather sheet 26 is draped over the
part layup and stretched onto the surface of the part layup
22. Next, at 82, the vacuum bag 28 is sealed to the tool
24, covering the part layup 22 and the breather sheet. At
84, a vacuum is drawn in the bag 28, forcing the bag 28
down onto the breather sheet 26 and the part layup 22
in order to compact and/or consolidate the part layup 22.
At 86, the slits 34 in the breather sheet 26 allow the
breather sheet 26 to expand and conform to the surface
contours 22a, 22b of the part layup 22. At step 88, the
vacuum bag 28, breather 26 and other components of

the vacuum bag assembly 20 are removed, following
which the compacted part layup 22 may be removed at
step 90.
[0050] Embodiments of the disclosure may find use in
a variety of potential applications, particularly in the trans-
portation industry, including for example, aerospace, ma-
rine, automotive applications and other application where
automated layup equipment may be used. Thus, referring
now to FIGS. 15 and 16, embodiments of the disclosure
may be used in the context of an aircraft manufacturing
and service method 92 as shown in FIG. 15 and an aircraft
94 as shown in FIG. 16. Aircraft applications of the dis-
closed embodiments may include, for example, without
limitation, layup, compaction and curing any of a wide
range of composite parts and components, such as, with-
out limitation, stiffener members including beams, spars
and stringers, to name only a few. During pre-production,
exemplary method 92 may include specification and de-
sign 96 of the aircraft 94 and material procurement 98.
During production, component and subassembly manu-
facturing 100 and system integration 102 of the aircraft
94 takes place. Thereafter, the aircraft 94 may go through
certification and delivery 104 in order to be placed in serv-
ice 106. While in service by a customer, the aircraft 94
is scheduled for routine maintenance and service 106,
which may also include modification, reconfiguration, re-
furbishment, and so on.
[0051] Each of the processes of method 92 may be
performed or carried out by a system integrator, a third
party, and/or an operator (e.g., a customer). For the pur-
poses of this description, a system integrator may include
without limitation any number of aircraft manufacturers
and major-system subcontractors; a third party may in-
clude without limitation any number of vendors, subcon-
tractors, and suppliers; and an operator may be an airline,
leasing company, military entity, service organization,
and so on.
[0052] As shown in FIG. 16 the aircraft 94 produced
by exemplary method 92 may include an airframe 110
with a plurality of systems 112 and an interior 114. Ex-
amples of high-level systems 112 include one or more
of a propulsion system 116, an electrical system 118, a
hydraulic system 120, and an environmental system 122.
Any number of other systems may be included. Although
an aerospace example is shown, the principles of the
disclosure may be applied to other industries, such as
the marine and automotive industries.
[0053] Systems and methods embodied herein may
be employed during any one or more of the stages of the
production and service method 92. For example, com-
ponents or subassemblies corresponding to production
process 100 may be fabricated or manufactured in a man-
ner similar to components or subassemblies produced
while the aircraft 94 is in service 106. Also, one or more
apparatus embodiments, method embodiments, or a
combination thereof may be utilized during the production
stages 100 and 102, for example, by substantially expe-
diting assembly of or reducing the cost of an aircraft 94.
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Similarly, one or more of apparatus embodiments, meth-
od embodiments, or a combination thereof may be uti-
lized while the aircraft 94 is in service, for example and
without limitation, to maintenance and service 108.
[0054] The description of the different advantageous
embodiments has been presented for purposes of illus-
tration and description, and is not intended to be exhaus-
tive or limited to the embodiments in the form disclosed.
Many modifications and variations will be apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art within the scope of the
present claims. Further, different advantageous embod-
iments may provide different advantages as compared
to other advantageous embodiments. The embodiment
or embodiments selected are chosen and described in
order to best explain the principles of the embodiments,
the practical application, and to enable others of ordinary
skill in the art to understand the disclosure for various
embodiments with various modifications as are suited to
the particular use contemplated.

Claims

1. The combination of a composite part (22) and a
breather (26) for use in vacuum bag (28) processing
the composite part (22), wherein:

the breather (26) comprises a sheet of perme-
able material adapted to be placed over the part
and including a plurality of slits (34) passing
through the thickness of the sheet, and each of
the slits is expandable (35);
the part includes contoured areas (22a, 22b) and
at least some of the slits (34) are distributed gen-
erally uniformly in areas of the sheet (26) that
are required to conform to the contoured areas
of the part; and characterized in that
at least certain of the slits (34) is arcuate (53) in
shape.

2. The combination of claim 1, wherein at least some
of the slits (50,52) are generally parallel to each oth-
er.

3. The combination of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the
sheet (26) of permeable material is a nonwoven ma-
terial.

4. A method of fabricating a composite part (22) having
a complex contoured surface (22a, 22b), the method
comprising:

assembling a composite part layup (22);
forming slits (34) in a breather (26);
placing the breather (26) over the composite part
layup (22);
vacuum bagging (28) the composite part layup
(22) and the breather (26); and

compacting the part layup (22) using the vacuum
bag (28); and
wherein forming the slits (34) in the breather (26)
comprises making cuts in areas of the breather
(26) that allow the breather (26) to conform to
contoured surfaces (22a, 22b) of the composite
part (22) during compaction of the part layup (22)
by the vacuum bag (28), characterized in that
at least certain of the slits (34) is arcuate (53) in
shape.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein placing the breather
(26) over the part layup (22) includes stretching the
breather (26).

6. The method of claim 4 wherein placing the breather
(26) over the part layup includes draping a single
sheet of breather material (26) over the entire area
of the part layup (22).

7. The method of claim 4 wherein forming the slits (34)
in the breather (26) includes:
folding (54) a sheet of breather material (26) over
onto itself to form a plurality of stacked layers (62),
and making a plurality of cuts (64) through the
stacked layers (62).

Patentansprüche

1. Kombination aus einem Verbundbauteil (22) und ei-
nem Entlüfter (26) zur Verwendung bei der Vakuum-
sack- (28) -verarbeitung des Verbundbauteils (22),
wobei:

der Entlüfter (26) ein Blatt aus durchlässigem
Material umfasst, das geeignet ist, über dem
Bauteil angeordnet zu werden, und das eine
Mehrzahl von Schlitzen (34) aufweist, die durch
die Dicke des Blatts hindurchgehen, wobei jeder
der Schlitze aufweitbar ist (35);
das Bauteil konturierte Bereiche (22a, 22b) auf-
weist und mindestens einige der Schlitze (34)
im Allgemeinen gleichmäßig in Bereichen des
Blatts (26) verteilt sind, die erforderlich sind, um
sich an die konturierten Bereiche des Bauteils
anzupassen; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
zumindest ein Teil der Schlitze (34) bogenförmig
(53) ist.

2. Kombination nach Anspruch 1, bei der mindestens
einige der Schlitze (50, 52) im Allgemeinen parallel
zueinander verlaufen.

3. Kombination nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, bei
der das Blatt (26) aus durchlässigem Material ein
Vliesstoff ist.
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4. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Verbundteils (22)
mit einer komplex konturierten Oberfläche (22a,
22b), wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Zusammensetzen eines Verbundbauteil-Lay-
ups (22);
Bilden von Schlitzen (34) in einem Entlüfter (26);
Anordnen des Entlüfters (26) über dem Ver-
bundbauteil-Layup (22);
Vakuumsack- (28) -behandeln des Verbund-
bauteil-Layups (22) und des Entlüfters (26); und
Verdichten des Bauteil-Layups (22) mit dem Va-
kuumsack (28);
wobei das Ausbilden der Schlitze (34) in dem
Entlüfter (26) das Bilden von Schnitten in Berei-
chen des Entlüfters (26) umfasst, die es dem
Entlüfter (26) ermöglichen, sich während des
Verdichtens des Bauteil-Layups (22) durch den
Vakuumsack (28) an konturierte Oberflächen
(22a, 22b) des Verbundteiles (22) anzupassen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
zumindest ein Teil der Schlitze (34) bogenförmig
ist (53).

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, bei dem das Anbringen
des Entlüfters (26) über dem Bauteil-Layup (22) das
Dehnen des Entlüfters (26) umfasst.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, bei dem das Anbringen
des Entlüfters (26) über dem Bauteil-Layup das Dra-
pieren eines einzelnen Blattes Entlüftermaterial (26)
über die gesamte Fläche des Bauteil-Layups (22)
umfasst.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, bei dem das Ausbilden
der Schlitze (34) in dem Entlüfter (26) umfasst:
Falten (54) eines Blattes aus Entlüftermaterial (26)
auf sich selbst, um eine Mehrzahl von gestapelten
Schichten (62) zu bilden, und Ausführen einer Mehr-
zahl von Schnitten (64) durch die gestapelten
Schichten (62).

Revendications

1. Combinaison d’une partie composite (22) et d’une
couche respirante (26) à utiliser dans un sac sous
vide (28) traitant la partie composite (22), dans
laquelle :

la couche respirante (26) comprend une feuille
de matériau perméable adaptée pour être pla-
cée sur la partie et comprenant une pluralité de
fentes (34) traversant l’épaisseur de la feuille,
et chacune des fentes est extensible (35) ;
la partie comprend des zones profilées (22a,
22b) et au moins certaines des fentes (34) sont
réparties de manière généralement uniforme

dans des zones de la feuille (26) qui doivent se
conformer aux zones profilées de la partie ; et
caractérisée en ce que
au moins certaines des fentes (34) sont de forme
arquée (53).

2. Combinaison selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
au moins certaines des fentes (50,52) sont généra-
lement parallèles les unes aux autres.

3. Combinaison selon la revendication 1 ou la reven-
dication 2, dans laquelle la feuille (26) de matériau
perméable est un matériau non tissé.

4. Procédé de fabrication d’une partie composite (22)
ayant une surface profilée complexe (22a, 22b), le
procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

assembler une structure de partie composite
(22) ;
former des fentes (34) dans une couche respi-
rante (26) ;
placer la couche respirante (26) sur la structure
de partie composite (22) ;
ensacher sous vide (28) la structure de partie
composite (22) et la couche respirante (26) ; et
compacter la structure de partie (22) en utilisant
le sac sous vide (28) ; et
dans lequel la formation des fentes (34) dans la
couche respirante (26) comprend la réalisation
de découpes dans des zones de la couche res-
pirante (26) qui permettent à la couche respi-
rante (26) de se conformer à des surfaces pro-
filées (22a, 22b) de la partie composite (22) pen-
dant le compactage de la structure de partie (22)
par le sac sous vide (28), caractérisé en ce
qu’au moins certaines des fentes (34) sont de
forme arquée (53).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la mise
en place de la couche respirante (26) sur la structure
de partie (22) comprend l’étirement de la couche res-
pirante (26).

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la mise
en place de la couche respirante (26) sur la structure
de partie comprend le drapage d’une feuille unique
de matériau de couche respirante (26) sur toute la
zone de la structure de partie (22).

7. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la for-
mation des fentes (34) dans la couche respirante
(26) comprend :
le pliage (54) une feuille de matériau de couche res-
pirante (26) sur elle-même pour former une pluralité
de couches empilées (62), et la réalisation d’une plu-
ralité de découpes (64) à travers les couches empi-
lées (62).
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